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item will ship directly from Golden Star in Texas. This reproduction front spoiler bracket set
includes the center Attaches to the lower section of the front valance panel. Manufactured in
steel, this Hood Release is assembled and ready to install. They are meant to help the Buyers
experience which we agree with. However, in the process, they complicate life for Sellers. We
are a s Measurements Back 49" 27" 6" Bottom Any questions after hours or on weekends will be
answered as s This was used in Model Year only. Used in the hp passenger car, and hp
Chevelle, hp Camaro and hp Camaro's and the and hp Corvette. This is an Excellant
reproduction of the ABS front spoiler. Made fro Manufactured for the perfect fit, these pillar post
moldings are injection molded black. They can be painted to match your original interior color.

One pair will fit one seat. This quality reproduction set provides covers for both bucket seat
side brackets. Fasteners Included. Black - Can be painted if desired. They are meant to This set
is New in the Box! Manufactured to exact factory specifications with highly polished chrome
plating. This set includes everything necessary to replace your outer door handles. Fits
Camaros and Firebirds Check out my other items! We are a sma Several very similar results
were not displayed. Show All. Your Listing Here. Post Ad. Please expect shipping and customer
service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Product K Each
reproduction fastener and clip View Product Details. Supurb reproduction of the original lower
side moldings designed for use with Rally Sport Camaros. These high quality reproductions are
manufactured in quality polished stamped aluminum replicating the original GM Product
Correct reproduction of the original interior rear upper side panel molding designed for use on
Camaro and Firebird models. Each molding is manufactured in correctly stamped stainless
steel material to factory Product MT67RS. Finally there? The most important step is knowing the
exact and correct placement of moldings before you drill Windshield moldings are susceptible
to dings and damage. Replacing them can give you a fresh factory appearance. Each molding
will install easily using original or reproduction clips. Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year
All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Engine Engine
Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us
during normal business hours. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We
appreciate your patience and continued support. See results below for Chevrolet Camaro Parts.
Product Features OEM colors and grain pattern for an original appearance. Includes correct
mounting hardware. Simply remove the screws from under View Product Details. When
restoring your classic you may run into difficulty locating replacement glass. We now offer this
complete glass kit. Kit includes: Wndshield Back window Door glass Quarter Product K Mounts
behind the rear seat and holds the bottom portion of the fold down rear seat partition in place.
This partition holder was standard on all Excellent on headlight covers, taillight lenses, bug
deflectors, instrument covers, Rapidly remove light scratches, swirls, key scratches, fingernail
scratches, and other imperfections. Will eliminate The OER Smart Charger battery charger and
maintainer for classic cars and trucks provides high frequency automatic intelligent charging
for 6V or 12V lead-acid, flooded, or sealed maintenance-free AGM and Gell Cell The OER Smart
Charger battery charger and maintainer for classic cars and trucks provides high frequency
automatic intelligent charging for 12V lead-acid, flooded, or sealed maintenance-free AGM and
Gell Cell batteries This reproduction firewall pad fastener is designed to hold the firewall
insulation pad in place on various General Motors models. Each fastener is manufactured from
EPDM rubber replicating the original configuration Product CX Universal fuel tank sending unit
for various GM and other models that require a 90 ohm sender. Designed for use with OE or
aftermarket ohm gauges, each sending unit includes the sender, float, float rod, hardware,
Product PBA. GM style 11" single diaphragm brake booster. This Delco style brake booster will
work on a variety of GM models as listed. Includes the brackets to bolt directly to the firewall on
a wide variety of Chevrolet, Chelating agents counteract hard water mineral deposits while foam
stabilizers provide longer lasting sudsing action than regular duty shampoos Reproduction
control arm bushing for the lower control arm on various GM and various other models.
Manufactured in steel clad rubber to be pressed into place. If your suspension rattles or makes
noises when turning Reproduction of the original style heavy weight chrome shift knob
designed for use on high horsepower performance models. Manufactured in zinc die-cast and
triple chrome plated to a high lusterous shine. Includes correct Product GT Replacement glass
setting tape for various models. This glass tape holds glass firmly and permanently. Seals
against dirt, moisture, and will not stretch out of shape. Just fold it over the glass edge, insert
glass in the Product AL This accelerator rod is for use when modifications will not allow the use
of the original rod between the Reproduction of the original shouldered lens screw set designed
for use on various GM applications. Each screw is chrome-plated for corrosion resistance for an
outstanding appearance. This speed nut set can be utilized for many of the emblems that don't
include attaching nuts. Set includes 8 speed nuts without Set includes 4 speed nuts without
Reproduction of the radiator support to hood seal clip set designed for Camaro and Firebird
models with air conditioning. Each clip is injection molded to original specifications. Clips are
designed to hold the hood Product A Product BK. Replacement style seat belt buckle self
adhesive decal for GM models with deluxe interior. Designed with OER's exclusive and unique
"Starburst" design, each decal comes in a color scheme that is reminiscent of the Reproduction
of the original Casco type cigarette lighter assembly designed for use on various GM models.
Includes the cigarette lighter knob and element and features the correct screen printed lit
cigarette icon on Black phosphate coated hex head bolts with washer. This product is a favorite
among professionals in the industry as well as automotive connoisseurs who insist on the

finest quality. This high sudsing, biodegradable liquid is concentrated for economy. Mix one
cap full with gallons of water for a daily paint shampoo. Washes away dirt, grease and road
grime, and rinses easily pH balanced formula Product B. Each blade is manufactured in
stainless steel and finished in black. Fits the side lock style connector just like Hood pins are
necessary for the attachment of fiberglass or lift off hoods and may be installed for extra
security on factory hoods. Each set uses the two piece hairpin style pins ideal for installations
where a Larger than the standard seatback panel, these beautifully tooled fiberglass panels
wrap around the back of the seat, Product D. Similar to the reproduction style chrome lug nut,
this replacement style nut is cosmetically similar looking but more economical. Includes a 5
piece set for Product JXL. Make your wheels look like they just rolled out of the factory with this
spray wheel coating. This eliminates the need for expensive custom paint mixing and greatly
simplifies the restoration process by providing spray-gun Clean, polish, shine, protect and
prolong in one easy step. Extremely easy Featuring authentic vinyl grain texture, positive
gripping Bumper bolt with hex nut manufactured in zinc plated material. Each bolt will replace
the rusted or missing original. Fits a variety of Universal fit pedal rod extension is ideal for
firewall mounted brake boosters or under-floor linkage when you need a longer rod to reach the
pedal. Comes zinc plated Product J Featuring a closable lid and double wall construction to
keep your beverage hot or cold for hours. This foam insulator will keep your 12 oz. Ever wonder
where all your pens go? This soft key tag is made of a sturdy material that is thick yet pliable,
and comes with a spiral key ring. Includes the words "Original Equipment Reproduction''. Ideal
for applications including This item is produced by the original manufacturer This item is
produced by the original manufacturer. They feature heavy-duty, soft or gentle bristles,
depending on the cleaning job on hand. Handles are made of quality hard Product A. Each
stamped steel bracket Close Notification. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select
Model All Models. Products Categories All Categories. View As: Grid Detail. Pint Bottle.
Universal Accelerator Throttle Rod. All Categories. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. Facebook YouTube
Instagram Twitter. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your
patience and continued support. Product A View Product Details. Product MA Can also be used
on many other models and applications where a These unique carriage bolts are designed with
the original appearance of a rivet, but will work like a nut and bolt Correct replacement self
locking nuts used on various GM vehicles. Zinc plated. Correct hardware can make any
installation job easier. Replace your missing or damaged hardware with these quality
reproductions. This part is Original style oval head chrome screw originally used to install
moldings, grill and headlamp bezels, and various other components and parts on classic
American cars and trucks. Each 8, black-oxide, phillips oval head screw Product TF
Reproduction of the grill rivets designed for use with various Chevrolet models. These rivets
were used to mount the grill assemblies on various GM models. Rivets and nuts are
manufactured to replicate the Product T Each bezel Product Replacement U-clip nuts used on
various GM vehicles. Black phosphate coated. Quantities vary by model. Use as needed. This is
the correct nut used to install the rear tail lamp to the body. Can be used to install the rear
Replacement chrome plated trim screws used on various GM vehicles. This part is original
Replacement black trim screw for use on various GM vehicles. Replace your missing or
damaged hardware with this quality reproduction of the original black phillips head
Reproduction of th eoriginal grill installation hardware designed to install grill assemblies on
various models. These unique carriage bolts are designed with the original appearance of a
rivet, but will work like a nut and Product SW Each set includes 8-pieces which is enough for
the Each lock washer nut is replicated to exact factory specs. Manufactured to fit and function
as original Original style oval head chrome screw set designed to install sill plates, headlamp
bezels, shift plates and other various components and parts. Use as required. Can be
Reproduction of the original front grill designed for use on Camaro models with standard front
end. Manufactured in quality injection molded ABS to factory specifications. This front grill is
used with standard Camaros Originally the moldings were riveted to the grill assembly. The
moldings must be attached to the Product K Reproduction of the original front lower grill
molding designed for use on Camaro standard models without hidden headlight option. Each
molding is stamped to factory specifications including correctly painted black Product G
Original new old stock GM grill assembly, not a reproduction! Grill used with standard Camaros
without hidden headlights. Provisions are molded into Product BGA. Add a little style to your
Camaro with these fine polished billet aluminum grills. Made with uncompromising standards
and quality workmanship these are the finest aftermarket grills on the market. The ultimate
combination of Reproduction of the original front grill designed for use Rally Sport models.
Each grill is manufactured in injection molded ABS to original factory specifications. Features

correct mounting points for a precise This molding attaches directly to the headlamp return
cover and Reproduction of the original front upper grill molding designed for use on Camaro
Rally Sport models hidden headlight option. Each molding is stamped to factory specifications
including correctly painted black trim This quality billet grill is designed to replace the factory
grill and headlamp covers on Camaro Rally Sport models. Will allow the grill moldings and
headlamp door moldings to attach as original. The grill and Product BG Add a little style to your
Camaro
2000 mustang mach 460 wiring diagram
2007 dodge ram 1500 tail light
2004 oldsmobile alero ignition switch
with this fine polished billet aluminum grill. Made with uncompromising standards and quality
workmanship this is the finest aftermarket grill on the market The ultimate combination of
Finally, a true billet-aluminum grill to customize your Camaro Rally Sport. This high-quality,
US-made grill set consist of two grill sections and a center trim plate with an SS logo, RS logo,
or without a logo Reproduction of the original hardware designed to install a complete grill
assembly for Camaro standard or Rally Sport models. Installing a front grill is easy when you
have the correct hardware. This kit includes a Reproduction of the original front lower grill
molding designed for use on Camaro Rally Sport models hidden headlight option. Close
Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models.
View As: Grid Detail. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems
with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

